
Benefits to business

Self scheduling penetration testing, running 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week

Cost savings by offsetting risk on early stages

Increased security by focusing on remediating 
vulnerabilities

Common language for business and IT via 
reporting diversity for each party

Greater visibility to better protect sensitive data 
and critical applications

Tightly coupled integration with software 
development life cycle and business processes

Unleash the attack path across multiple 

networks: Cybot reveals the attack path 

scenarios & its effects on business 

continuity

Tackle complex Attack Path Scenarios: One 

attack path can showcase a very complex 

scenario that not only shows how vulnerability 

can be exploited but also how a firewall was 

misconfigured

Combine internal / external 

capabilities: Holistic approach enables 

Cybot to combine external & internal 

paths that starts in the web and ends 

in your internal network

Build your own integrated business 

process: By simply using drag & drop 

capabilities, our flexible solution allows 

to protect customized business 

processes by integrating critical assets 

(incl. CRM, billing etc.)

Tackle cyber-security vulnerabilities with 
automated penetration testing solution

1 Scan your 
network

In order to assess weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities, associated with 
enterprise infrastructure, CyBot 
Pro constantly checks all your 
network assets to patch the issue 
in its early stages.

3 Gain actionable insights 
in one place

By aggregating real-time data from 
existing CyBots, all-in-one dashboard 
provides in-depth insights on the 
worst cyber vulnerabilities, 
threatening your business.

4 On-premise 
deployment

2 Continuously map out 
the routes & identify 
cybersecurity threats



Contacts: 

Differentiators

Real-time automated pen-testing SAAS-solution continuously 
showcases Global Attack Path Scenarios without human 
intervention, helping to focus the workforce on those 
vulnerabilities that threaten critical assets and business processes

Proprietary autonomous 
machine-based Сybot scans the 
networks & existing vulnerabilities, 
mapping out all the routes a 
hacker could take to reach your 
critical assets

CyBot Enterprise delivers 
actionable insights on existing 
cyber threats, while managing 
several CyBot crawlers across 
branches

AI-powered engine identifies 
the most threatening Attack 
Path Scenarios and helps to 
eliminate the risk

Certified for penetration 
testing

Holistic approach, combining 
external / internal attack paths, 
results in strong data protection 
bond

Drag & drop capabilities enable 
to create your own process, incl. 
customer onboarding & billing, 
while protecting against current 
threats for business continuity

Virtual appliance deployment in 
a matter of hours
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